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There are three main approaches when it comes to visual inspection of illuminated
displays in high-speed production—whether in-line, or end-of-line for final inspection:
1) Human inspection – Easily handles moderately complex testing requirements.
Relatively slow and highly variable when compared to electronic testing methods.
2) Traditional machine vision inspection – Very fast for simple tests. Does account for
human visual perception of all display characteristics.
3) Imaging colorimeter-based inspection – Somewhere between the preceding
two methods in terms of speed. Interprets visual display characteristics the way the
human eye does, with a very high degree of reliability and repeatability.
The use of imaging colorimeters and associated analytical software for automated
visual inspection (AVI) of displays is well established. A fundamental difference
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visual inspection, and more accurate than
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uniformity, and contrast, and the presence of defects in displays.
This paper describes how imaging colorimetry can be used in a fully-automated testing
system to identify and quantify display defects in high-speed, high-volume production
environments. Topics include test setup, and the range of tests that can be performed –
spanning simple point defect detection to complex mura detection and evaluation.

Measurement Challenges
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each point. When used to image displays, imaging colorimeters generate data that can
be readily used to determine display uniformity and contrast performance. In addition,
variations in uniformity can be analyzed to identify and locate display defects like dead
pixels or mura. Three important challenges for display measurement and analysis are:
(1) identify defects with a strong correlation to human visual perception
(2) quantify the severity of the defects
(3) perform analysis rapidly and with high repeatability
The analysis and quantification of defects can form the basis for decisions relative to
diagnosing and addressing the cause of each defect, and to determine next actions—
for example, to scrap the display or to return it for repair—increasing the effectiveness
of quality testing and potentially reducing costs.
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Measurement Components and Set Up
By specifying an appropriate automated test sequence, an imaging colorimeter can

A typical display test system consists of:

be used to obtain extensive data to describe the performance of a particular display.

1. A measurement device

Depending on the display and resolution of the imaging colorimeter, this measurement

2. Control software

data can be obtained in a few seconds to a minute for typical test sequences.

3. A set of tests

Furthermore, using mura analysis techniques for identifying areas of contiguous

4. Associated test criteria

nonuniformity (in brightness or color), these images can be used to determine fine-scale

5. Interfaces to control test patterns
on the display

differences among defects which can be correlated directly to their physical cause.
Automated measurement and analysis of displays using an imaging colorimeter requires
a combination of measurement control and analysis software. A typical system setup
for this application is shown in Figure 1. The key components of the system are: (1) a
scientific-grade imaging colorimeter; (2) PC-based measurement control software that
controls both the imaging colorimeter and test image displayed on the device under
test; and (3) a suite of image analysis functions that allow various tests to be run. The
result is a system that can deliver quantitative data through automated inspection for a
variety display qualities and defects such as pixel defects, line defects, and mura.
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Figure 1 - Display test setup with an imaging colorimeter controlled by AVI software.
The automated test software architecture employed in this example is Radiant Vision
Systems TrueTest™ Software. This software includes a core set of measurement
control modules that provide the interface for controlling the imaging colorimeter and
the display under test. A series of test and analysis functions is built on this base,
using function calls to generate various measurements of white, red, blue, and green
display screens at various brightness settings for uniformity analysis, or checkerboard
patterns for contrast measurement. A variety of other test patterns can be pushed to
the display under test to enable a range of specific test functions. A partial list of tests
included in TrueTest Software is listed here:
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• ANSI brightness

• Compare points-of-interest

• ANSI color uniformity

• Diagonal pattern mura

• Black Mura

• Line defects

• Blob analysis

• Mura defects

• Checkerboard contrast

• Pixel defects

• Chromaticity

• Points-of-interest

• Color mura

• Uniformity
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6. Interfaces to the production
control system
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The TrueTest user interface allows tests to be selected and sequenced, and test
parameters and pass / fail criteria to be specified where relevant. For production

Basic AVI tests consist of quality tests

applications, the user interface supports both an administrator mode with full control

such as: brightness and color uniformity,

over test set up, and an operator mode that is limited to test execution.

chromaticity, and contrast.

Application to Display Defect Detection
A broad range of display defects can be identified as pixel defects and line defects,
physical imperfections in screen manufacture (such as delamination), damage to the
screen (such as scratches), and imperfections in image uniformity (such as mura).
Employing recent developments for quantifying visual perception using imaging
colorimeter-based inspection, these defects can be numerically classified according to
how noticeable they are (or are not) to human observers. This analysis process is fast
and highly repeatable. It can be used with multiple display technologies such as LCD,
LED, OLED, microLED, and others, including projection displays.
These defect detection and classification methods are demonstrated in images below
through the analysis of a number of displays. In Figure 2, a photopic measurement of
a display with a line defect is shown; the analysis software identifies this defect and
indicates it on the display image as shown in Figure 3. Line defects are an example of a
defect for which identifying a root cause is straightforward.

A second category of AVI tests
detect display defects. Some defects
have well-defined physical characteristics,
such as pixel and line defects. Others
are more random in structure, such as
scratches, light leakage, and mura.

Figure 2 - Photopic measurement of a
display screen with a line defect visible.

Figure 3 - The line defect is identified
by the imaging colorimeter and AVI
software; the location of the defect is
identified on-screen for the user.

In Figure 4, a photopic measurement of a display with a point defect is shown; the
analysis software identifies this defect and indicates it on the display image as shown in
Figure 5. Point defects can be classified as a dead pixel if the analysis determines that
the failure is the result of a display pixel being stuck on, or off. However, direct viewing
from a single angle cannot determine the difference between a dead pixel and a particle
on the back surface of the display glass. In this case, secondary examination is needed
to discriminate and classify the cause.

Figure 4 - Photopic measurement of a
display with a point defect—can you
see it?
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Figure 5 - The point defect is identified
by the imaging colorimeter and AVI
software marked on the display screen
(zoomed in for clarity).
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For mura, both detection and classification can be more complex. Mura defects are
generally nonuniformities in luminance or color that cover an extended, irregular area.
Mura are detected by identifying luminance or color contrasts that exceed a perceivable
threshold. However—because human perception of this contrast is dependent on a
number of factors including viewing distance, spatial frequency, and orientation—
relevant mura cannot be identified by looking at simple, absolute values of contrast.
Recent advances in modeling human visual sensitivity to display defects allow the
quantification of mura in terms of “just noticeable differences” (JND). Based on a

Identifying mura defects is not a simple

sampling of human observers, the JND scale is defined so that a JND difference of 1

mathematical operation based on

would be just noticeable to a standard observer; on an absolute scale, a JND value of

straightforward computation of contrast

0 represents no visible spatial contrast and an absolute JND value of 1 represents the

between regions. This is primarily because

first noticeable spatial contrast. When it comes to evaluating display technologies, this

the mura area can vary in size and shape,

metric allows for grading of display mura defects. An imaging colorimeter measurement

and secondarily because a human’s

of the spatial distribution of luminance and color across a display can be processed to

ability to perceive the mura is a function

create a JND map of the image, where mura defects are graded with a direct correlation

of additional attributes including viewing

to human visual perception.

distance, spatial frequency, and color.

Figure 6 shows a display with a mura defect; after analysis, it is identified on the display
image as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6 - Imaging colorimeter
measurement of a display with a mura
defect—can you see it?

Figure 7 - The mura defect is
identified on the display by the imaging
colorimeter and AVI software. Its extent
is shown, along with a JND value.

In Figure 8 and Figure 9, processing steps used to identify the mura are shown. As
an intermediate step, a difference image (Figure 8) is generated that shows luminance
deviations relative to a reference image. Then a JND map of the display is computed
(Figure 9). Note that the mura test illustrated in Figure 7 deliberately ignored edge
effects that are readily apparent in the JND map. These effects are easily identified and
classified separately.

Figure 8 - A difference image shows
luminance deviations relative to a
computed reference image. The location
of the mura is highlighted.
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Figure 9 - A “false-color” JND map
of the display is shown. Both light
leakage at the edge of the display and
a significant mura defect are identified
with larger JND values.
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Imaging colorimeter-based AVI systems can quickly and reliably identify, quantify, and
qualify display defects. To determine or classify the root cause of the defect—and

Once a quality issue or a defect is

thereby determine the disposition of the display—will at times require human inspection.

identified by imaging colorimeter-based

In many cases, (for example, the line defect shown in Figure 3), there is a one-to-one

AVI testing, some action will be taken—

relationship between the identified defect and its cause. In these cases, classification

for instance: accept, reject & scrap, or

is immediate and human inspection is not needed. In other cases, such as for some

reject & repair. This determination will

manifestations of mura, there are multiple possible causes, so additional information is

depend in part on distinguishing the

required to complete classification. An efficient method to perform this classification is

cause of the quality issue or defect.

to have the human operator make a determination about which of several causes may
be the correct one. To increase efficiency when human classification is needed, TrueTest
indicates the exact location and details of the defect that require further examination
by the operator. By specifically targeting the defect that requires classification, and by
presenting appropriate detail, human judgment can be focused and accelerated. For
example, for the point defect shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the operator is presented
the exact location and information on the dark point, allowing them to quickly determine
if this is a dead pixel or a particle on the backside of the display glass.

Summary
An imaging colorimeter-based AVI test method described in this paper can be applied
to multiple display technologies and used for a range of displays (LCD, LED, OLED,
microLED, and more). By providing rapid, repeatable measurements correlated to human
visual perception, in addition to quantifying defects using numerical values, these methods
allow display defects to not only be identified, but also classified by cause. This enables
consistent measurement of displays across manufacturing processes and allows automated
determination of pass / fail in accordance with user-defined criteria. More importantly, such an
AVI system enables an automated determination of remedial action (e.g., rework or scrap).
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The tests described in this white paper
were performed using a Radiant Vision
Systems TrueTest system: TrueTest AVI
test software together with a ProMetric®
imaging colorimeter.

Radiant Vision Systems automated visual inspection (AVI) systems are currently deployed in
a range of engineering, quality assurance, and production testing environments. Systems are
designed to replicate human visual response to light and color, with advantages over human
inspection for objective, quantifiable data and fast, accurate, repeatable defect detection.
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